DATA ON STREAMFLOW, WATER QUALITY, GROUNDWATER, PRECIPITATION and climate conditions are measured by a large number of organizations in the United States. These range from the USGS National Water Information System (NWIS), which contains data from about 1.6 million locations, through state and local water agencies, to academic investigators, such as those in the WATERS network testbed site at the University of Minnesota, who are collecting experimental data on water quality in Minnehaha Creek in Minneapolis.

The Consortium of Universities for the Advancement of Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI) has a Hydrologic Information System (HIS) project supported by the National Science Foundation which has developed WaterML, an XML language for communicating water information via the internet, and WaterOneFlow, a set of web services functions that deliver data in WaterML format. The CUAHSI HIS project has deployed a set of hydrologic information servers, including one at the University of Minnesota, that enable locally observed data to be published in WaterML, and seen through a map viewer along with similar services to national data sources such as NWIS.

This seminar will demonstrate these web services and describe the mechanisms needed to operate a services oriented architecture for this class of information.
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